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8 Technology has yet to stamp out the stamp
by Ray Turchansky, Edmonton Journal
Even in a digital age of all things virtual, there’s still a need for the physical rubber stamp.

11 Stamp Shop Manager™: How to work with sales/order entry
by Becky Skelley
This month, we’ll dive into the auto typeset feature within imported orders. Then we’ll show how easy it is to manually enter orders coming in via fax, mail, phone and even email.

15 Six digital spring cleaning strategies
by Allison Howen, Associate Editor, Website Magazine
After a rough winter across much of the U.S., spring has finally sprung. It’s the perfect time for a “virtual cleanup” of your digital devices!

20 Making money with CorelDRAW: Mechanical engraving—The investment
by Judy and John McDaniels, contributing writers
Determine your market and define your products, and that process will narrow your equipment choices.

23 Chop, chop, chop: Exploring the options for stamp die cutting
by Tom Jackson
Callused thumbs, blistered fingers, aching wrists, cramped hands. All stamp makers have faced these maladies on the road to perfecting their die-cutting technique.
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